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Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan

Russian River’s
volunteer guardian

Turkey
stunned
at failed
coup try
Night ‘felt like doomsday’
as uncertainty mounted
over fate of government
By TIM ARANGO
AND CEYLAN YEGINSU
NEW YORK TIMES
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COORDINATING EFFORTS: Monte Rio Fire Chief Steve Baxman, right, talks Friday with Cal Fire Battalion Chief Mark Gradek, from left, and Cal Fire Capt. Chris Rickert
about which engines to release from a brush fire along Highway 116 in Monte Rio. Above, a collection of Baxman’s helmet plates line a shelf.

Monte Rio chief and 46-year veteran has helped fight all the big blazes
By RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

F

lames appeared out the front of Guerneville’s
downtown medical clinic as the first fire
engine arrived.
Monte Rio Fire Chief Steve Baxman, in his
pickup, pulled up just behind the Guerneville
engine and as the highest-ranking fireman, took
control. He sent firefighters inside and up ladders
to the roof while others tried to salvage medical
supplies.
Fire officials suspect someone set the Dec. 26,
middle-of-the-night blaze. Six fire agencies eventually responded and kept it from spreading but
couldn’t save the center.
The loss was personal for Baxman.
“I go there myself,” Baxman said. “Like most
calls on the river we know people involved. It’s
always more personal because it’s a part of our
neighborhood and our community.”
The Russian River corridor has been Baxman’s
home for almost half a century. The volunteer
fire chief is considered a public service institution, de facto ambassador of the west county and
the unofficial mayor of Monte Rio.
Indomitable and 6-foot-5, Baxman now has a
snow-white head of hair and Fu Manchu-like
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A FIRST RESPONDER: Chief Steve Baxman, 63, is widely known for his ability to arrive first to an
emergency call. It has led some to wonder whether he sleeps with his boots on.
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“I can’t take care of everything. But at least
I’ll get out there and try.”

ISTANBUL — Thousands
of soldiers and officers purged
from the military. A helicopter
shot down over the capital. Hundreds of people lying dead on
city streets.
As dawn broke Saturday, the
citizens of Turkey emerged
sleep-deprived and angst-ridden
after a night of violence that felt
more like life in war-stricken
neighbors like Syria or Iraq.
And trying to assert control
was President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, targeting plotters in
the
previous
CRACKDOWN
night’s
coup
and other per- IN TURKEY
ceived enemies Officials in Turkey,
backing its defiant
of the state.
The embat- leader, rounded up
tled president, military personnel
after a confus- Saturday after
ing absence in coup attempt / B1
the early hours
of the coup, appeared early Saturday to speak to the nation.
He exhorted his followers with
the FaceTime app from his cellphone, resorting to the kind of
medium he has long sought to
suppress.
That stunning scene, televised
nationwide, at first seemed an
embarrassment for a leader who
presents himself as all-powerful
and suggested his end.
But it was actually the turning
point, as Erdogan called on his
followers to take to the streets
and gather at the airport in Istanbul, which the military had
shut down, to resist the coup.
By Saturday afternoon, after
a standoff in Ankara, the capital, the government had wrested back an army headquarters
building held by coup plotters.
Erdogan, who had frequently
talked of conspiracies afoot to
undermine his power, was back
in control, seemingly as powerful as ever, and perhaps even
more paranoid.
The attempted coup, as it unfolded, suggested an alarming
unraveling for a country that
is seen in the West as a crucial
partner in the fight against terrorism and an anchor of stability in a region full of trouble.
The United States has sought
close cooperation with Turkey
in the fight against the Islamic
State, while Europe has relied

STEVE BAXMAN, veteran Monte Rio fire chief
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Trump, Pence make long, awkward debut
CAMPAIGN 2016 » GOP
candidate briefly shares
stage with running mate
By JILL COLVIN
AND JONATHAN LEMIRE
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Donald Trump
presented running mate Mike
Pence to the nation Saturday,
hailing the Indiana governor as
his “first choice” and “my partner in the campaign.” But he left
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no doubt in a sometimes INSIDE
Yet the announceawkward event that Gov. Mike Pence
ment lacked much of
Pence’s role will sure- stirred public
the stagecraft typically be as sidekick to the concern with
ly associated with the
businessman-turned-re- unfounded claims public unveiling of a
ality-star-turned-poli- after the 2001
running mate, one of
tician at the top of the anthrax letter
the most significant moticket.
ments under a presidenattacks / A9
tial campaign’s control.
Glancing at notes,
The only sign onstage in
Trump lauded Pence’s personal
character and conservative cre- the Manhattan hotel ballroom
dentials. Then he moved on to bore only Trump’s name. The
draw sharp contrasts between the two men appeared together
newly formed Republican team
and Democrat Hillary Clinton.
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EFFECT OF REPEATED HORRORS: What kind
of impact is a year filled with shootings and
attacks in U.S. and overseas having on us? / B1

Donald Trump,
second right,
and Indiana
Gov. Mike Pence
shake hands
after Pence was
announced as
Trump’s running
mate Saturday
in New York.
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